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Old Suspension Bridge Used in Erecting New Arch

Main 350-ft. Ribs of New Highway Bridge at Oregon City, Ore., Swung Into Place by Means of Cables

of Bridge Being Replaced—Other Erection Methods Studied

BY C. B. MCCULLOUGH

Bridge Engineer. Oregon State Highway Dept., Salem. Ore.

INYTHE erection of the 350-ft. steel arch bridge across

the Willamette River at Oregon City, Ore., several

different schemes for placing the large arch ribs were

studied and the one selected seems to be unique in

bridge erection, namely utilizing the old suspension

bridge at the site to carry the sections of the ribs until

the arch was closed. The adopted method and the alter

nate schemes are the subject of this article, together

with some notes on the foundations.

The Oregon City bridge, as described in Engineering

News-Record, June 8, 1922, p. 942, has as a main span a

adjustment. Since a program of this kind could only be

employed during the summer season (owing to the

severity of fall flood water conditions), this scheme

could not fit in with the program of operations demanded

by the time limit on the job. This scheme was never

seriously considered by any of the contractors bidding

upon the work.

Scheme B—This schedule contemplated the erection

of section 1 of the rib, the construction of the abutments

or piers and the subsequent erection of sections 2, 3, 4

and 5 from a derrick placed on top of the piers. The

 

 

 
 

 

 

GENERAL VIEW OF OREGON CITY ARCH UNDER ERECTION ‘

( '.

Rib sections are held in place by stage from towers of old

," suspension bridge being replaced. Id footwny used for

steel arch 360 ft. between pier centers and 350 ft. be

tween skewbacks, with a 5 per cent grade roadway half

way up the arch so that it is suspended at the center and

supported by posts at the ends of the arch. The ribs are

'22 ft. center to center and are each of box-girder sec

tion, which at the springing line is filled with concrete

and which is covered with concrete applied by cement

gun. Erected as a three-hinged arch, the hinges are

ireplaced after erection by through splices.

, The main channel of the Willamette River at the site

of this crossing is nearly 100 ft. deep which fact pre

cluded the consideration of false work in the channel,

thus rendering it necessary to adopt some other method

of erection. The several different schemes considered in

this connection are shown in one of the drawings and

may be described as follows:

Alternate Mefhods—Scheme A—Falsework on float

ing barges and a battery of hydraulic jacks for elevation

temporary construction crossing. The main channel of the

Willamette Hirer at the site of this crossing is 100 ft. deep.

fioor stringers in this case were to be employed as a

temporary anchorage and the balance of the work (sec

tions 6, 7, 8 and 9) placed with the derrick moved out to

the end of the temporary cantilever. . ’.

Schemes C and D—Both of these schedules contem

plated the erection of one-half of the arch rib in one

operation. Scheme C contemplated first the placing of

the lower section (section 1), next the erection of the

piers and a timber erection tower surmounting the same.

One-half of the balance of each rib was to be riveted up

next and floated to the site in “position No. I," raised

by jacks to “position No. 2" and connected at the lower

erection pins. Each rib was then to be raised to a

position sufficiently above the true position to allow the

other half span to clear when raised; and subsequently,

the two sections were to be lowered simultaneously and

pinned at the center. Scheme D was somewhat similar

except for the fact that lifting was to be done from a
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vertical tower on a large barge at the center, thus dis

pensing with a shore line for lifting. in this scheme.

the entire half span including lateral bracing was to be

lifted at one operation.

Method Adopted—Utilizing the cables of the old sus

pension span. The erection schedules described herein

above were worked out in the office of the State High

way Department, and submitted to the erectors upon

request before bids were taken. The successful bidder,

however. proposed a fifth scheme which was finally

approved and adopted for the work. This erection

schedule was worked out by the firm of Gerrick and

Garrick. of Seattle. Wash., who were sub-contractors

for the erection and is largely the work of A. Munster,

of Seattle, who was retained by the above firm as con

sulting engineer. This scheme utilized the main cables

and towers of the old suspension span (which was to be

replaced by the present structure) for the support of

rib sections.

Rib sections No. l at either end were first placed on

the skewback support by means of a barge derrick.

These sections Were rested on a temporary erection

hinge and held to position by means of a radial cable

passing upward over the old suspension bridge towers

and back to an anchorage on the approach. Sections

2, 3, 4. 5 and 6 were successively placed, each rib sec

tion being held by radial cables passing over the towers

and down to the anchorage. One of the photographs

shows six rib sections on the left held in this manner

and the fifth section on the right being lifted from the

scow for placement.
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There is also shown herewith a graphic analysis of

cable stresses which is self-explanatory. Although each

radial cable was amply capable of sustaining the maxi

mum stress induced therein by virtue of the rib loads, it

was considered the part of prudence to require the use of

auxiliary stay cables to insure against overstress in any

one of the radial cables due to a breakage or any undue

deflection in any of the others. The graphic analysis

indicates the scheme first outlined and contemplates the

use of two stay cables for each cantilever; one at the
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PUTTING CROWN SECTIONS OF RIB IN PLACE 0N OREGON CITY ARCH

Old cables being used to carry rib sections prior to swing

ing in place. Haunch sections stayed hack to suspension

br‘dce tower. on talsework onCrown sections built up

cables. ‘ .
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GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF THE CABLE STRESSES IN ERECTING THE ARCH

extreme end of section 3 and one at the extreme end of

section 6. These stay cables were designed to carry the

entire six rib sections independently of cables, 81 to

The two stays shown were afterwards86 inclusive.

discarded in favor of one heavy stay cable at the end

of section 4.

I The central portions of the rib span (sections 7, 8 and

9) vwere placed on timber bents carried directly on the

main cables of the old suspension span. One of the

views shows the construction of these bents, the last
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section being placed at the time of the taking of this

photograph. There is also a view of the completely

swung rib with the central falsework removed from the

main cable and a portion of the column and floor steel

in place. ~

Tests of material cut from the main cable made in

the laboratory at the time of erection disclosed an ulti

mate strength of 157,000 lb. per square inch. This,

with an area of 13.85 sq.in., gave a breaking load of

2,174,450 1b.; while the maximum erection load under
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ALTERNATE METHODS STUDIED FOR ERECTION OF OREGON CITY ARCH
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the worst condition amounted to 351,000 lb., thus giving

an ample factor of safety. The radial cables were I-in.

plow steel having a breaking load of 38 tons. The

stay cables were of 2-in. plow steel having a breaking

strength of 140 tons.

In order to eliminate the difficulty of blocking the

center sections to correct elevation, which would be

caused by the varying deflection in the main cable, the

six center sections were first loaded onto a platform

between the bents and supported by the main cables

causing the cable to take its final (or nearly final) posi

tion before the bent blocking was placed.

After the rib was swung, a portion of the remaining

roughen the surface and remove any shattered or

slightly seamed surface material and concrete placed

thereon in the dry.

Personnel—Contract for this structure was awarded

in June, 1921, to A. Guthrie & Co., lnc., of St. Paul

and Portland, and construction work begun during the

following July. The schedule of erection herein out

lined operated with the utmost satisfaction to all par

ties concerned and from start to finish the program was

carried through without a hitch. Credit for the ad

mirable solution of the many erection problems encoun

tered is due to the excellent engineering staff maintained

by the contractors’ and sub-contractors' organizations,

    
 

 

VIEW OF BRIDGE l.\' L\TER STAGES OF COMPLETION

dead-load was added to the structure acting as a three

hinged arch. Subsequently, the ribs were fixed at

crown and at skewback thereafter acting under live

load and the balance of the dead-load as fixed arch ribs.

Foundation Work—Some of the details of the con

struction of the main piers are worth describing. These

foundations were on solid basaltic rock, one abutment

being entirely in the dry and the other in about 8 ft.

of comparatively still water. No problem out of the

ordinary was presented by either foundation, the wet

abutment being concreted in the dry through the un

watering of a double wall puddle cof’ferdam of ordinary

type. Core drillings were taken for a distance of from

25 to 35 ft. below the surface to disclose the presence

of any seams or pockets in the foundation material.

The drillings, however, indicated nothing of this kind.

yielding a very uniform and continuous core. Tested

in the laboratory, these core specimens gave the follow

ing results :—

Maximum compressive strength —

15.300 lb. per sq.in. = 1,101.6 tons per sq.ft.

Minimum compressive strength -—

11,050 lb. per sq.ln. = 795.6 tons per sq.ft.

Average of maximum and minimum strength —

13,175 lb. per sq.in. : 948.6 tons per sq.ft.

In view of the fact that the resultant base pressure

on the abutment, even under the worst possible live

load condition, falls within the middle third of the base

and that the maximum extreme toe pressure amounts to

but 4.9 tons per square foot, this type of foundation

leaves little to be desired. The base rock was lightly

shot and about 2 ft. of material removed in order to

to A. Miinster, their consulting engineer, and to R. A.

Furrow and C. P. Richards, who were in charge of the

construction work for the Oregon State Highway De

partment, by whom the bridge is being built.

Canadian Canal Traflic Shows Increasing Tonnage

The July summary of Canadian canal statistics issued

by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, shows increased

traffic in nearly every case. Total traffic through the

Canadian and American locks at Sault Ste. Marie in

creased more than 26 per cent, over July, 1921, and also

over June, 1922. The large increases were in wheat

and iron ore; the latter totalling 8,942,659 tons, com

pared with 4,356,760 tons in July, 1921; 9,235,086 tons

in July, 1920, and 8,912,609 tons in July, 1919. Wheat

shipments for the month were 17,777,377 bushels as

against 7,838,878 in July, 1921; 7,838,470 in July, 1920,

and 7,100,008 in July, 1919. Coal shipments continued

light.

Welland canal traflic showed a slight decrease from

July, 1921, mainly in soft coal shipments and in Amer

ican corn. Wheat shipments increased 191,291 tons

or 6,376,000 bushels, while barley, iron and steel and

pulpwood also showed increases.

On the St. Lawrence canal passenger traffic increased

more than 44 per cent over that of July, 1921. Freight

traffic also increase 23,256 tons or 4 per cent despite

large decreases in coal and in corn and oats. Wheat.

iron and steel, pulpwood, lumber and timber all showed

substantial increases.
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